
MEET THE BRAND
What Are CatTongue Grips?
CatTongue Grips are the best non-slip grip for your mobile device or case to provide a layer of ‘GRIPTION’ in your everyday life: in 
the car, in your hand or on the go. CatTongue Grips will give you a new grip on life

CatTongue Grips come in over 50 styles and 2 sizes to fit most mobile devices and cases – simply peel the backing off the grip, 
stick it in place and enjoy your new grip.

Why the GRIP?

What is Our Mission?

What Customers Are Saying?

CatTongue Grips were conceived to address the slippery backside of cell phones and other mobile devices. Recognizing that 
devices, even with cases, often slip out of hands, off tables, off legs and end up damaged, the search for a solution that could 
provide more “gription” was officially under way. We explored grip tape, adding it to the back of all our devices to remove the 
slickness, but it ended up scratching everything it touched – we tried more products, but nothing we could find solved our problem.

The Final 4 features of the product that make it what it is…a CatTongue Grip!
1. Great functional grip
2. Soft touch material
3. No debris will stick or adhere to the CatTongue material
4. Variety of artwork to suit any style

After developing a proprietary substrate with unique gripping properties, securing worldwide exclusivity and developing a unique 
brand position, we are ready to bring CatTongue Grips to the world! 

CatTongue Grips mission is to artfully provide the best, recyclable non-slip grips for phones and devices.

get a new grip on life.

“I got a new iPhone 8 and boom I stuck this bad boy 
on it, makes all the difference when I go to take it out 
of my pocket or set it on my lap THANKS!!!”

“OBSESSED!  It's changing the way I use my phone!  
I have ditched the case and love that I now can 
appreciate the design beauty of the iPhone! A+”

“I don’t like cases on my phone and at first I 
wasn’t sure I would like cat tongue. However, 
after using cat tongue I can’t imagine not 
having it on my phone. The grip is great and 
you immediately notice the difference. I love 
that It doesn’t hide the phone design and it 
seriously doesn’t slip!” 

get a new grip on life.


